FLOW FORM – ‘JARNAS’

Flow forms are beautiful with varied water features that bring a sense of calm whilst enriching, oxygenating and revitalising water.

It mimics mountain streams, which are a chaos of rhythms. Rhythm is the product of resistance.

Movement does a great deal to neutralize negative influences or memories in water.

Memories in water are the vibrations between the bonds of oxygen and hydrogen. Water is a mediator of energy, both delicate and powerful which streaming through the organism, make life possible or flawed. Such fluid processes are supported by vortex influence of rhythms, the understanding and manifold implementation which forms the basis of our Flow form Design.

Flow forms have been a part of the Biodynamic agriculture movement. One of the key principles of Bio dynamics is to harness and maximize solar energy when the water flows through a vortex.

All Biodynamic preparations are stirred with this dynamised water. The rhythmic and spiralling flow is widely recognized among Biodynamic farmers as a key component in handling compost preparations before using applications onto the fields.
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